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JOBS ON THE PATCH
Keeping your seedlings and young plants well

watered

Removing weeds every time you attend your

patch (you'll thank yourself later)

Thinning seedlings. Once your seeds have

become strong enough, thin them out either

by repotting them into larger pots or pulling

out the weaker seedlings to leave room for

the stronger ones to grow.

Your three main jobs for this week are:

Hello again!

Week three is upon us and this week we are talking about earthworms. One of the most amazing

things about growing your own veg is that the whole process is cyclical. The seeds grow the plant,

which feeds the creatures and returns back to the earth to start all over again the following

summer.

Part of this week's focus is on composting and helping to encourage all of those wonderful bugs

into our patch to help keep it ticking over nicely.
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PLANTING
This week you'll have another opportunity to plant

more seeds. Even if you have done so already, lots of

salad vegetables like radishes, lettuce and spring

onions can be planted again so you'll have a second

crop in a few weeks time.

 

If you have any final seeds you want to get planted,

this week is the time to do it, or you may run out of

time for them to germinate and produce a crop. 



A glass jar

Kitchen paper or a cloth

A bean seed

Water

 Loosely stuff your glass jar with the kitchen

paper or cloth.

 Slide your bean plant down the side of the

jar so that it is sitting between the kitchen

paper and the glass.

 Top with water and leave on a sunny

windowsill

 Observe your bean each day and watch as

it germinates.

Have you ever seen a bean plant germinate and

grow? Even if you have, its a fascinating

process!

You'll need:

How to:

1.

2.

3.

4.

SKILL
Have you ever tried ground composting? It has to be

the easiest way you can recycle your organic waste

and return all those nutrients to the earth.

Simply dig a hole in the ground, add your waste,

cover it up and then water it. In a few weeks you'll

have lovely fertile soil.

Do put in: veg peelings/scraps, grass clippings,

leaves, spent plants, egg shells

Don't put in: meat or bones, cooked food, citrus

peels and onions (worms dislike them), animal faeces.
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SUNDAY IN THE SOIL ACTIVITY: ANATOMY OF A BEAN
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Jobs on the patch

Caring for your patch

Water daily

Dig out weeds

Protect from pests

Other jobs

Plant seeds

Thin out seedlings

week three
SUMMER TO GROW
GARDEN JOURNAL

How tall are your seedlings now?

Here's a picture of me learning about ground composting. (Draw or glue in a picture here)
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Date: 



Here's a picture of me doing the bean experiment. (Draw or glue in a picture here)
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Picture of my patch (take a photo or draw it here)

Date: 


